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Website Design is a process which creates one or more pages that are accessible to operators on
internet. That means different talents and disciplines that are used for producing a Website. We live
in a busy world where people don't have any time to go out for purchase of the product. Nowadays
computers have become a very important part of our life, one can visit number of website and
compare products available and then buy accordingly. But simultaneously customer faces a
problem to creating a website so our company known as Total Creation helps customer to make
their own Website and helps to increase their sale. A Website consist of web graphic design,
authoring, standardising code, proprietary software, interface design, web application development,
online booking system, web portal development, ecommerce solution, and search engine
optimisation.

Website design uses different tools that can be changed over a period of time by upgrading new
standards and software. Designers use vector raster graphics for creating and formatting for design
prototypes, which can be done by WYSIWYG software. A successful website uses serif or serif
typefaces to make a good design. Website Design Melbourne have standard font, paragraph
spacing, alignment, and white space for text break up.

Website should be easily accessible. Before constructing website, its page layout should be verified
by width which should be near to 1024 pixel and alignment of object and layout design. One should
confirm standards before creating website. Clients should approve their IDs and classes properly.
Dynamic designs can target customer easily. It depends on the age group, their different needs,
culture and different spectators. Designers should discuss with their clients the presentation, the
company's past data, the price of the product, policies before making a Website, it should not be like
social media site and ought to be a user friendly design. Clients can have two choice of selecting a
web page, i.e. Social networking site or a blog with content and eye-catching images. Design should
counterpart with the perception of the site. Clients should verify that website is easily access by the
search engines.

The designers are responsible for layout, colouring and typography of web page. Designers should
also have knowledge of various languages like HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP and Flash to sort a
site. SEO writers are required to precise the words and unite with Website Design and make it more
users friendly. One should side-step using designs of free templates which are unethical and will
take extra time for customers to load. The Websites are inexpensive and can be easily change over
a period of time.
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